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ABSTRACT

I describe our post-COBE theories for how structure developed in the Uni-
verse, from the ultra-large scales beyond that httle bit of the Universe accessible
to our observations to ‘short-distance’ scales where gaa dynamicrd processes will
have been m importmt m gravity in shaping the high redshift objects that
formed. In between lie the very large scales whose gravitationrd potential fluc-
tuations are what we believe the COBE DMR experiment has detected; large
scrdes probed by grd~y and cluster clustering, by the streaming motions of
gd=ies, and, most importantly, by intermediate angle microwave background
experiments. Together with COBE, we have hopes that these probes can pin
down the parameters of the cosmological model, including the amplitude and
shape of the primordid spectrum of gravitational metric fluctuations from whose
instability the structure around us springs. An initially scale invariant spectrum
or something close to it connects tilrough a hundred-fold extrapolation in wave-
length the COBE detection to observations of gaJaxy clustering. Although this is
a spectaculm confirmation of the general thrust of the inflation-based theoretical
work of the paat decade, and is consistent with the ‘stand~d’ cold dark matter
model, albeit with more nonlinear dynamics than most theorists, are comfortable
with, reconciliation of the observed large scale power in the galaxy distribution
with the COBE amplitude may require variations on the baaic ~heme, involving
such exotica as a n~zero cosmological constant, a whiff of hot dark matter (i. e.,
few eV neutrinos), extended, naturaJ or power law inflation, non-local biming
of the galaxy distribution relative to the dark matter distribution, gravity wave
induced temperature anisotropies, etc.
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1. Introduction

In this review, I shrdl assume the reader is reasonably faraihar with cos-

mological ideas. An Appendix is added to introduce a number of the relevant

concepts. In $2, I describe current uncertainties in the ‘global parameters’ of the

Universe that define the cosmological model, since it is within th& bounds that

a theory of cosmic structure must reside. In $3, I briefly review the major ideas

for the origins of the fluctuations that grew through gravitational instability to

the current structure we observe. Inflation-induced perturbations have been the

leading contender for a decade and this has been reinforced by COBE’S detec-

tion. $4 gives the main message of this paper: how probes covering dl of the

spatird wavebands from the very large to the very small are combining to tell us

the story of h~w cosmic structure uose. And the techniqties are w diverse as:

microwave anisotropy experiments on satellites, balloons and at the South Pole;

redshift surveys and deep angular surveys of galaxies and clusters; stremning

motion probes using 21 cm obsermtions of galaxies; X-ray and microwave back-

ground observations of the hot gas in clusters; optical and sub-mm observations

of high redshift objects, quasars, starbursters, radio grdaxies, faint blue galaxies,

dwarf galaxies, intergalactic (Lyman alpha) gas clouds, ‘norrmd’ grdaxies,

etc.

$5 introduces a few representative ‘post- COBE’ theories of structure for-
mation. It dso casts the statistical significuce of the COBE detection in terms
of a likelihood function. Other experiments are beginning to see microwave
anisotropies w well, and the beginnings of that tde are given in ~5 with likeh-
hood functions for two other experiments that probe somewhat smrdler angular
scales than COBE does. An MIT balloon experiment confirms what COBE
h= seen and a South Pole experiment has seen what could turn out to be a
cosmic signrd. All anisotropy experiments are now reporting detections of some-
thing, but separating the cosmic from the merely Grdactic is a challenge for our
community. $6 shows how the large scale clustering data is moving us away
from the simplest version of the inflation-inspired cold dark matter model which
hw dominated theoretical thinking for the pwt decade. The crucird role that
clusters play in fixing the structure formation model is then described. In $7,
I sketch some of the complications that arise at smaller scsdes w a result of
‘astrophysical’ processes, for the development of galaxies and the intergalactic
medium, = cooling, radiant energy from stars and black hole accretion, and
supernova winds separate the gas from the collisionless dark matter. Even so,
observations of cosmic objects when the Universe was a factor of 2 to 10 smrdler
will offer induable if somewhat d]rty probes of the short distance behaviour of
the structure formation theory.

Given the gravitationrd instability of the Universe and the high degree of
isotropy of the cosmic background radiation, viewing the development of cos-
mic structure through the evolution and couphng of perturbation eigen-modes

. is a very instructive approach. On scales much smaller than any global cur-

vature scale, these eigen-modes are simply plane waves characteri~ by spatial
wavenumbers k (with the average time-dependent expansion factor a(t) of the
Universe factored out). We may roughly divide the problem of cosmic structure
formation into various wavebmds, which we discuss in turn in the following sec-
tions. (We normdlze a to be unity now so that comoving wavelengths, 2xk-],
are expr~sed in current cosmic length units. Since th~e are estimated from

recession velocities, the unit is the h-] Mpc, where h is the Hubble parameter

in units of 100 km s-l Mpc–l. a–l – 1 is the redshift at time t.

● ULSS The reahn of ultra-large-scale-structure corresponds to spatial comoving
(inverse) wavenumbers k-] in excess of a few times the Hubble radius, cHO-’ =
3000 h-lMpc. Of course, we only access our ‘Hubble patch,’ which we think
is more hkely to be just a tiny bit of the Universe rather than the bulk of it,
although we cannot know what hes beyond nor how geometridy complex it
is. Mean properties of our bit su& as curvature are what we usually misname

‘global parameters.’

● VLSS over the realm of very-large-scale-structure, from the horizon scale
(k-] - 2cH0-1 for Einstein-deSitter modeb) down to say k-] N 100 h-] Mpc,
density and velocity fluctuations are so small that no itiuence on observed cos-
mic structures will be hkely, but gravitational potential perturbations are large
enough to be observed through their influence on the cosmic background rdl-
ation (CMB) – COBE and other large angle experiments probe VLSS directly.
In most models, the fluctuation spectrum shape is unmodified over its initird
shape (the transfer function is approximately unity), which further simplifies
the interpretation of the VLSS CMB probes (34).

● LSS over the realm of large scale structure, from = 100 h–l Mpc down to
about 5 h-’ Mpc, the transfer function does change, =d depends upon the type
and density of dark matter, on the dues of A, Q, Ho, etc. However, we
beheve that the evolution of the waves in this band is sufficiently finear that
first order perturbation calculations of LSS probes may be tild. Intermediate
angle CMB anisotropy experiments in conjunction with the VLSS probes will
be particularly induable for pinning down cosmologicrd parameters. Building
a consistent picture with LSS flow and clustering data will be a major area over
the next few years.

● MSS, SSS, VSSS, USSS Below LSS he wavebands for which gas physics will
have been extremely important, if not dominant, in determining the nature
of the objects we see and how they are clustered. Fluctuations are nonlinear
in these retirees. In a hierarchical model. nonlinearity at different scales will
occur at sufficiently different epochs that we divide the gastrophysicrd realms
into medium, smrdl, very smrdl and ultra small, bands responsible for the con-
struction of, respectively: clusters and groups (N 10]4–15 M@); bright galaxies

(- 1011-12 Mo); dw~ g~~ies ~d Lym~ ~pha clouds (W 10°-10 Me); ad
the first gas clouds to collapse (W 106–’ M@), which make the first stars. Of



course, significant gas dynamicrd processing may obscure the hierarchical rela-
tionship between object and primordid fluctuation waveband.

2. The Ultra-Large Scale Parameters of our Hubble Patch

All that we know of ultra-large structure are single dues, averages over our
local Hubble patch that probably tell us fittle about the entire global structure
of the Universe, in spite of the folklore that Q for our patch defines the globrd
fate. Thus even if we measure an average density P < pc.it now, our ancestors, if
they exist in such a distant future, may learn that p > p=.it over f= larger scales
than HO–]. Our current Hubble patch would then be a local void expanding
into denser ridges, and the whole may eventually collapse; and beyond this, an
ultra-ultra,lwge patch within which our island of reheated stuff resides will still
be accelerating (i. e., inflating) — according to the theory of stochastic inflation.
The evolution of the substructure in our Hubble patch and the propagation of
photons in it very much depends upon these mean parameters.

Tv: The relic photon temperature is now well determined, from COBE’S FIRAS
and Gush, Hdpern and Wishnow’s COBRA experiments. The FIRAS team has
recently announced TT = 2.726 + 0.005 (1 sigma error, Mather et al. [I]).

NV: The number of light relic neutrinos is 3, determined within a few percent,
using the CERN LEP and SLAC SLC data on ZO boson decay. With T7 and a
little weak interaction theory, we get TV, and thus the number density of light
relic neutrinos; the direct detection of this sea seems very unfikely.

OB: The baryon abundance parameter appears to be well constrained by Big
Bang nucleosynthesis, especially with advances in neutron lifetime memurements
and determination of the light neutrino number. The upper bound, based pri-
marily upon the requirement that He’ is not overproduced, is OB ~ 0.064 (2h)–2
(e.g., Ohve et al. [2]). If the combination of He’ +D is not mostly destroyed dur-
ing stellar evolution, there is dso a lower bound, ~B ~ 0.038 (2h)’2. Steigmm
and collaborators [2] use Lithium observations to argue that the error on OB x
0.06 (2h)-2 is under 10%! If nucleosynthesis was inhomogeneous, OB could be
as high as 0.3; however, the quark-hadron phaae transition would have to have
been first order in this theory, and recent lattice gauge theory simdations sug-
gest it waan’t (with the caveat that this relies upon an abihty to scale from very
small computational lattices to predict the continuum result).

Remnant DaTk Matten The allowed range for OB should be compared with the
w 0.007 observed in luminous baryons, suggesting at leaat some baryonic dark
matter exists. The form it takes, whether in Jupiters and brown dwarfs, in very
mmsive black holes, or in warm gas, is a decidedly gaatrophysicd problem.

Re~ic Dark Matten Dynamical estimates of the amount of d~k matter from
combining, the observed m~s-to-fight ratios in galaxies and clusters with the

observed luminosity density typically give * O.1–0.3 of the closure density. Com-
parison of IRAS galaxy redshift surveys with surveys in which radid distance
is dso estimated gives a due newer unity. Biasing of the galaxy distribution
relative to the dark matter distribution would raise these estimates. Thus, there
is no evidence against ~ in clustering dmk matter being nearly unity. The most
popular candidate for the clustering dark matter is cold dark matter — massive
slowly moving elementary particle relics of the emly universe. Most pmple’s best
bet for CDM remains the lightest supersymmetric particle, even though the LEP
results from CERN on the Zo-boson lifetime give surprisingly strong constraints
on the properties of generic massive CDM candidates with interactions that are
weak or weaker than weak. The ~ion remains as viable aa ever.

In the past few years hot dark matter in the form of a light neutrino (in
the ev range ad presumably a v.) got a powerful boost from the proposed
MSW neutrino oscillation solution to the solar neutrino problem, together with
the seesaw mechanism for neutrino mass generation. An aatrophysicd solution
is difficult to reconcile with the combination of Gdlex, Sage, Homestake and
Kamiokande data. (However, the Gtilex result is only about 2U from the stan-
dard SOIW model.) Although v-dominated adiabatic models are strongly ruled
out by CMB limits, v‘s are the best dark matter for cosmic string models, and
CDM models with a moderate fraction (QV N O.1–0.3) of light neutrinos give
one of the nicest explanations of large sc~e clustering data in the post-CO-BE
era ($5,6).

to: Renzini [3] gives (13–15)+3 Gyr for globular cluster ages, with the biggest
uncertainty (20–25~0 ) coming from the distance modulus, and with smaller un-
certainties from metdlicity, helium diffusion, etc. Nuclear cosmochronology is
more uncertain, with ages of the oldest heavy elements anywhere from 10 to 20
Gyr being possible. The age of the Milky Way disk from white dwarf cooling
and open cluster ages is about 8–10 Gyr. To these one must add estimates for
formation times. A 15 Gyr age for a universe with O w 1 in cold matter and
baryons — as in the ‘standard CDM model’ — would require a Hubble constant
below 45; Ho = 65 requires a 10 Gyr total age.

!
Ho: All of the ‘astronomically-ctibrated’ methods to determine distance give,
according to most practitioners (e. g., Tonry [4]), values of Ho wound 80. What
is rather compelling is not each method by itself, but the consistency of the result
from Tully-Fisher distances (84+ 10), planetary nebulw (80 + 10) and galaxy
surface brightness fluctuations (80 + 10). Methods based on ‘physics’ tend to give
lower vrdues. If Type Ia supernovae are standard candles, they give N 50+ 10
(e.g., Smdage et al. [5] calibrated SNIa with a Cepheid in a distant galaxy
using the Hubble Telescope and got 46). Kirshner et al. [6] quote 60 + 10 for
the Baade-Wesselink (moving photosphere) method for Type II supernom, but
their distanms are consistent with those obtained for individud objects using the
‘astronomy’ methods. The Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect is the upscattering of CMB
photons from hot gas via Compton scattering off the electrons. Because different
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lines of sight in the Universe penetrate different hot gas histories, anisotropi~s
in the background rdlation result with a characteristic spectrrd signature that
allows one to separate them from other sources. Combining Sunyaev-Zeldovich
and X-ray observations of clusters (with rdl of the uncertainties that that entails)
rdlows one to estimate the Hubble constant; the best observed cluster for this,
Abell 665, gives the theoretically happy HO = 40 + 9 km s-l Mpc-l (Birkin-
shaw et al. [7]), but SZ/X estimates of Ho have rdways been on the low side.
Gravitationrd lensing time delays have tended to give low HO but the modelling
uncertainties are great.

[Hoto](A, Q): Even with nonzero A or negative curvature, HO >70 and a 15
Gyr age lead to a devastating conclusion for cosmology. To emphasize this we
show what happens to ages when we take the density in nonrelativistic matter
(on. = QB + ~cdm) to be 0.2 and take OA to be 0.8. Ho’= 100 gives 11 Gyr,

Ho = 80 gives 13.5 Gyr ad Ho = 70 gives 15 Gyr. For these Ho, open universes
with Q = On, i 0.2 give 8.5 Gyr, 11 Gyr and 12 Gyr, respectively. Although it
is possible to reconcile the high Ho with lower On., (0.1 with ~A = 0.9 gives 16
Gyr for Ho = 80), the amount of clustered dark matter appears to be in excess
of 0.2, and A-energy does not cluster. Intermediate vrdues for HOtO can be
obtained if there is a form of matter present whose equation of state results in a

slower density fdloff, intermediate between the - a-z frdloff of curwture energy

density and the w a“ fdloff of cosmologicrd constant energy density, with a the

expansion factor. Any decline slower than - a–3 requires that the pressure

of such matter be negative, but this is possible if potential ener~ dominates

over kinetic, and is rerdized, for example, with scalar fields, and, indeed, is a

prerequisite for inflation.

Cosmic Coincidences: As Dicke and Peebles have emphasized, to have nonzero
A or nonzero curvature becoming dynamically important just at the present

epoch would involve a remarkable coincidence, but we have learned to live with

other apparent coincidences, e.g., the nearness of the epochs of recombination

and of the transition from radiation to matter domination; and the similarity

of the dark matter and baryon densities. Anthropic arguments that restrict the

vrdues of O and A so humans can exist (e.g., requiring a matter-dominated epoch

to e?sure sufficient perturbation growth) make most physicists cringe. Still, one

might argue that a molecular life selection function has been apphed to at least

one of the set of all possible accelerated patches that underwent reheating.

0: The argument that if our Hubble patch is part of a much larger region of
space that inflated its mean curvature would be nearly unity is quite compelling.
Curvature is a combination of a squared gradient and the Laplacian acting on
a large scale gravitational potential, a unified picture within which to view cur-
vature fluctuations and the curvature mean. Thus I consider the tininess of
fluctuations in the curvature on scales around Hi], ~ shown by COBE~ tO
strongly suggest that the mean curvature will also be tiny. Otherwise we need

a spatial cosmic coincidence, a great increase in arnpfitude for wavelengths be-
yond HO–l11- QI‘1/2 (something that e.g., double inflation could in principle

give however). The tradition mathematical picture of a smooth expanding

bdl(oon) or saddle of constant mean curvature with tiny ripples of unrelated

origin added - an afterthought was the historical approach, but it seems con-

trived to me. In any case O doesn’t do newly as well as A in solving the HOtO
problem.

A: Before embracing a A-dominated cosmology, with density parameter OA ~
A/(8~G~cri:) in excess of 1/3, we should rec~ that the Stedy State th~ry wss
a deSitter space theory with nonzero A. But if we are now in a (new) period
of accelerated expansion, there are no prospects for a reheating episode fike the
one that must have ended the last period of inflation, if indeed there was one:
no ongoing matter creation a la Hoyle et al., just a ‘cold deat~ of the Universe.
Nonzero A does help explain the LSS ($6).

A nonzero mean scalar field with ncuum (potentird) energy density (v(d)) =
(3x 10-12 Gev)4~Ah2 can be a superposition of very long ULSS waves — unhke
curvature energ it involves no gradient. The physics case against A is well
known: whatever particle scale we refer it to, this density is tiny; e.g., in Planck
ener~ density units (m$ * 10°4@ cm ‘3), we have (V(d)) ~ 10-1’2m$~Ah2.
The ‘vacuum’ energy density is dso expected to renormdlze its due during

the cooling of the universe (before the first three minutes). Thus, it is not only

hard to understand why the effective A is so small now, but even if it is zero

we rerdly have no idea why it should be so — even with Euclidean wormhole

physics. Since inflation rehes on a large effective A generated by the inflaton

field to drive the accelerating expansion (e.g., (V(d)) - ( 10’aGev)4 in chaotic
inflation when LSS waves were generated), we should not be too surprised if
inflation and its Zeldovich density spectrum are modified when the A problem
is finally solved.

Nonzero A or vacuum energy can rdso be viewed as just another form of
dark matter; for that matter, so can curvature energy, Q.”H s 1 – Q.

3. Theories for the Initial Fluctuations WitWln our Hubble Patch

Quantum Noise: The main paradigm after a decade remains the inflation one,
with quantum zero point oscillations of scalar fields providing the source of
adiabatic (curvature) fluctuations. In the standard stochastic inflation picture,
most of the original volume that got into ~celeration would have passed into
deceleration, accompanied by particle production, and eventurdly a cmdidate
domain for the bit of the Universe that we see, rdthough by far the largest
current physical volume in the universe would still be undergoing acceleration.
A J~4 potentird invoked in chaotic inflation would need A - 10-13 in order
that the quantum noise satisfies CMB observations. Such a tiny J is unnaturrd
since, even if one began with such a smrdl coupling, it would generally become
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far lwger through radiative corrections. There have been many attempts to
construct models with natural, stable, sm~ effective coupfings; e.g., ‘natural
inflation’ in which the inflaton is the ph~e of a complex field with a radiatively-
protected effective ~ of order (rnQuT/rnp)4, where mGU~ - 1010 GeV is the
GUT energ scrde and mp ~ 1010 GeV is the Planck msss [8,9].

Power Law Breaking of Scale Invariance: Exact scale invariance (i. e., n, = 1,
where the initial ms density perturbations we da~(k)/d ~ k a ks+”~ ) cannot
occur in inflation. Most models give approximate” power laws with n, below
unity, but not by much. This gives a little more power in LSS rmd VLSS bands.
To get more complex spectra (mountains, vrdleys, plateaus) a spatird cosmic
coincidence must be built into the potentird surface of the scrda fields that
drive inflation, or special (very unlikely) initird conditions must be invoked for
our patch (e.g., Sdopek et al, [10] md references therein). This is distasteful,
but dl our VLSS, LSS and MSS observations probe the structure of only a tiny
section of the scalar field potential surface.

IsocuTvatuTe Baryon PeTtuTbation9: What is difficult to arrange in inflation mod-
els is less power thm sc~e invariant spectra give. This and the requirement that
the dark matter would be purely baryonic (in spite of the OB ~ 0.064 (2h)-2
nucleosynthesis limit) are the main reasons for not taking those special isocur-
vature baryon models that are able (maybe) to reproduce the cosmic structure
we observe very seriously. These models have initial fluctuations in the baryon
number, but no net fluctuation in the curvature, so are orthogonal to the usuti
adiabatic modes (that e.g., the standard CDM model presupposes). Nearly scale
invariant isocurnture spectra are very strongly ruled out by CMB constraints.
(At le~t one particle-physics motivated model exists in which scale invariance
on small scales goes over to the observationdly required white noise spectrum on
large scales, but a cosmic coincidence is required for the transformation scale.)

Topological Defects: In spite of inflation’s ability to smooth our Hubble patch and
generate fluctuations through quantum oscillations, there is a herdthy skepticism
that it is the only path to cosmic smoothness and that the inflaton potential will
have just the right coupling to give the ‘observed’ perturbations. Among searches
for alternative generation mechanisms, topologicrd defects in field configurations
formed during cosmological phase transitions have been the most promising. In
spite of field smoothing through gradient interactions and radiative losses once
there is causal contact, these field defects do last long enough to generate matter
density perturbations before disappearing. Examples are the lD cosmic strings
and the 3D ‘global’ monopoles and textures; 2D domain wrdls do not lead to
viable models.

Defect models generate approximately scale invariant initial fluctuations,
but these we decidedly non-Gaussian ad so have unique features for galaxy
formation: in particulm, some objects can form shortly after recombination and
result in early. deionization of the Universe, which could lower small angle CMB

anisotropies below observability.

Con9tTaints on Ezplo~ion-induced StTuctum: Explosion-driven or radiation-pressure-
driven structure formation, amplifying small seed fluctuations, would release
more ‘y-distortion’ energy through Compton cooling of electrons th~ the cur-
rent strong FIRAS limits rdlow – at most 0.0170 of the total energy in the CMB
at the 9570 confidence limit (Mat her et al. [1]). Nonetheless locrd explosions and
radiation forces still have lots of room to locrdly arnpfify (or dearnplify) structure
over the UMSS, VSSS, SSS and even MSSS bands.

4. Cosmic Structure Probes

In Figure l(a), we show the wavebands probed by various large scale struc-
ture observations (large scale streaming velocities LSSV, the angular correlation
of galaxies Wgg(0), the power spectrum and redshift space correlation function
of galaxies as probed by the QDOT redshift survey, the correlation function of
clusters of grdaxies &cc). The best indicator for large scale power is the angular
correlation function of grdaxies.

The range covered by these LSS probes should be contrasted with the range
covered by microwave aisot ropy experiments, each of which can be well charac-
terized by filters which act upon a ‘power spectrum for AT/T fluctuations’ (see
Bond and Efstathiou [11] for a precise definition). Filter functions We shown for
the COBE (7” beam) DMR experiment [12,13], the MIT (3.8° beam) balloon
experiment of Page et al. [14], the UCSB 1991 South Pole (1.5” beam) exper-
iment of Gaier et al. [15] and Schuster et al. [16], the UCSB 1989 South Pole
(0.5° beam) experiment of Meinhold and Lubin [17] and the Cdtech OVRO
(1.8’ beam) experiment of Readhead et al. [18]. The balloon-borne UCB/UCSB
MAX and Goddard/MIT experiments have filters which cover about the same
rage as the SP89 experiment and there is a new Cdtech experiment planned
to cover the region between SP89 md OVRO.

Thus CMB aisotropy experiments cover the entire VLSS md LSS bands.
Below N 5 h–l Mpc, p~irnaTy anigotTopie~ of the CMB (those one calculates from
linear perturbation theory and which are easiest to interpret) are baaicdly erased
if hydrogen recombination is standard (SR line in Fig. 1), so photons decouple
from baryons at 2 w ldOO and freely stream to us; if there is m early injection of
energy which ionizes the medium, photon decoupling would not have occurred
until a lower (QB -dePLndent ) redshift and would erase AT/T power on scales
typically below the NR (no recombination) line shown.

The light long-dashed filter curves at smaller scrdes show the regions of the
spectrum probed by the VLA, by the SCUBA array on the sub-mm telescope
JCMT, by the IRAM mm-dish, and by the OVRO mm-array. Although their
beams are too &mall to see primary CMB anisotropies, they will provide in-
valuable probes of s econda~y ani90fTopies (those generated by nonlinear effects,
including redshifted dust emission from grdaxies and Thomson scattering from
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Figure1: (a) Cosmic waveband pwbes; (b) demity power apeetra; (c) galay
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‘Observed power spectra (actually their square roots) are shown as hatched
regions for density fluctuations inferred from COBE and for galaxy fluctuations

inferred from the APM and ROE Wog data (Maddox et al. [19], Colhns et al.

[20]). The long wavelength hatched curve is the DMR-normzdized scale invariant

spectrum (assuming an ~mr = 1 model, and including a 3070 error budget). The

heavy curve extending the hatched w~~ power into smaller distances is the power
corresponding to the well known (gU(r) = (r/ro~~ )-T 3D correlation function
form, where the CfAl redshift survey dues have been taken, ro~$ = 5.4 h-lMpc
and ~ = 1.8. Power spectra derived from the QDOT (Kaiser et al. [21]),
IRAS 1.2 Jansky (Fisher et al. [22]) and CfA2 (Vogeley et al. [23]) redshift
surveys are compatible with the range inferred from WS9 when account is taken

of redsfift space distortions and a possible clustering offset between IRAS and

optically identified galaxies. Remarkably, cluster-cluster correlations zdso seem

to be compatible with this spectrum (Drdton et al. [24], Nichol et al. [25]), as
do galaxy-cluster cross correlations (Efstathiou [26]).

Power spectra for gravitational potentizd fluctuations are re!ated to those
for the density through the Poisson-Newton equation V2@ = 4nGa26~ thus
they are flat for scale invariant spectra on large scales (du~ (k) = k-’da~(k)
m k“’ – 1d in k). Power spectra for large sczde streaming velocities are related
to those in density though the continuity equation, (daj (k) = k-zdu~(k) m
kn”-ldhk).

The power spectra for primary AT/T fluctuations are more complex than

these, because they include effects rwsociated with geometrical ripples in the past
light cone (Sachs-Wolfe tiect), with the flow of electrons at photon decoupling,
the degree of photon compression at decoupling, and the damping associated
with the width of decoupling mentioned above.

h Figure l(a), we dso show the band of waves whose local constructive
interference leads in time to collapsed viri~zed dark matter condensations of
the type shown. Of course, such a characterization presupposes that there are
waves of significant amplitudes to form the structures. This will generally be true
for hierm&icd models. in which the m Dower in density fluctuations in each
waveband is monotonically increasing with decreasing scale. However, damp-
ing processes or tilted initial spectra may require some of the shorter distance
structure to arise from fragmentation and other non-gravitationzd effects.

In Figure l(b), linear density-density power spectra normalized to the COBE
DMR data are compared with the grdaxy data for the models defined by Table 1
in $5. The notation for the models is that of Bardeen et al. [27], hereafter BBE.
To translate into gdaxy-gdaxy power spectra to match the second hatched re-
gion, it is usual to multiply by a single constant biasing f~tor for the galaxies
in question. There are so many orders of magnitude in the Figure that the
LSS ‘extra power’ problem is not that evident, a strong indicator that nearly
scale invariant spectra may be on the right track. The insert Figure 1(c) gives a

–1closeup of the gtiaxy clustering regime, with the (linear) blazing factor bg = U8
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now included (see $5. 1). This shows that the shape of the CDM spectrum does
not agree with the LSS power. Scale dependent biwing which suppresses power
on small scales could be one way out (Coukan and Carlberg [28]). However
the other models in Table 1 can explain the LSS power, although, like CDM,
each has at least one Achilles’ heel that may be fatal.

5. COBE-norma~ied Fluctuation Spectrum Amplitudes

For a given cosmological model, the shape of the (linear) density fluctuation
spectrum is fixed, but the overall amphtude is arbitrary. The shape depends
upon the initial spectrum (e.g., characterized by a locrd spectral index n,(k))
and by its evolution as the waves re-enter causal contact in the post-inflation
era, whi~ makes the linear spectrum a function of Ho, Q, ~B, and the type and
amount of dark matter present. COBE’S detection can be used to normtize
the spectrum, as is described in ~5.2. First we introduce besides the standard
cold dark matter model, three inflation-based variants that are contenders in the
post-COBE era for the structure formation theory.

5.1 Spectral Amplitudes for Post-COBE Models

To discuss differences that these models give over the various waveband
rerdms, we characterize the amplitude in the bands by relative rmg fluctuations
in the mass in spheres of radius R (in h–l Mpc), agguming linear growth of
perturbations: OR = (AM(< R)/~)~m.. The average m~s initially within the

sphere is related to R by fi ~ 10124(R/h-lMpc)3 Mo.
It has become standard to characterize the amphtude of primordid fluctu-

ations by as. The radius R = 8 h-l Mpc roughly divides LSS from MSS. The
observed rmg fluctuations in the galaxy distribution are unity on this scale, but
this includes nonlinear and grdaxy biasing effects. If the dynamics is sufficiently
linear on this scrde, then to agree with the unity observation, the mass fluctu-

‘1. Thus u~l has comeations would have to be amphfied by a factor bg = ‘s
to be known as the biasing factor. However, nonlinear effects could lead to
smrdler amplifying factors, differences between galaxy types could imply differ-
ent biasing factors and complexities associated with the formation and merging
of bright galaxies and other gmtrophysical processes could mde the, biasing
factors functions of environment and of scale. OR scrdes with the normalization

08.
Typical vrdues of COBE-normdized uR’s for the different bands are shown

in Table 1 for some popular post- COBE models of structure formation, All
models but one have an initially scale invariant (n’ = 1) adiabatic spectrum.
CDM denotes the standard model with Ho = 50, OB = 0.05, ~cd~ = 1 – ~B.
A high us CDM model has problems explaining the relatively quiescent Pair
velocities of galaxies on small scales, and overproduces rich clusters ($6).

The redshift znl(R) at which an rms perturbation of scale R reaches unity,
assuming a linear extrapolation of the density evolution, is simply 1 + z~i(R) =

OR for CDM Universes, since OR m the scale factor a. (Recall that 6p/p =
a N t2j3 is the growing mode for density perturbations in a matter-dominated
universe. ) znl(R) provides a first (somewhat low) estimate for when dmk halos
of mass ~ form in abundance (a few YOof the mass will be in such hrdos at
1 + Z N 1.4aR).

Table 1: Characteristic Density Fluctuation Levels

realm probes [AM/M]_. CDM VAC/C HC C40

ULSS ‘global’ o
VLSS COBE 0300 0.005a8
LSS ~99Jp99(~) 025 0.3Fa

tee, tcg, Vbulk

MSS Cls U8 0.94
gps U4 1.8U8

Sss gals, QSOS flo.5 6u3
Vsss dG, Ly a Uo.1 11OS
Usss 1st stars Uo.ol 21OE

o
0.012
0.37

1

4;~6)
6.8(9)
10(14)

o
0.006
0.27

0.7
1

1.8

0
0.004
0.19

0.6
1.0
3.1
5.2
9

FLAW W99 Vbulk z9f ? HO, Vbulk

Other models shown in the Table are: VAC/C, a A # O model with HO =

80km s–l Mpc–l, OA = 0.75 and ~cdm = 0.25. For Universes with A # O, OR
evolution slows down once ~A dominates, so 1 + z“[(R) will be higher than OR;

we list these in brackets after the OR dues when the difference is significant.

HC is a mixed hot and cold dark matter model, with ~“ = 0.3 in fight
massive neutrinos (mv = 7 ev) and ~Cdm = 0.7 in CDM (van Drden md Schaeffer
[29]). In BBE [27], it was argued that HC models with significant v content
would not form galaxies e~ly enough, breed upon an Ov = 0.4 (m. = 10 ev),
~cdm = 0.5, OB = 0.1 HC model, but it was rdso shown that it would give LSS
correlations and flows within the current observationrd range. The HC model in
the Table is not quite as bad, but U0.5 may still be too small; however, one can
roughly match the LSS data with 0. as low as N 0.1 (m” N 3 ev). Thus HC
shows much promide. N-body studies support these conclusions by Davis et al.
[30],and Klypin eta[. [31] basically support these conclusions.

C40 is a CDM’model, but with Ho = 40. It dso has a slight spectral index
change, na ,= 0.95 as suggested by chwtic inflation, and h= OB = 0.1, the
nucleosynthesis upper limit for Ho = 40. All of these effects conspire to give
just about enough LSS.

For cosmic string, monopole and texture models, the COBE-inspired value
for ~s would have to be below 0.3 or so (Bennett, Bouchet and Stebbins [32],
Bennett and Rhie [33], Pen, Spergel and Turok [34]). It will not be e=y for
defect proponents to concoct a viable model for structure formation and LSS
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flows with such an arnphtude, although more detailed simdations are needed to
decide. (Remarkably, the cosmic texture model in an HO = 50 CDM univerw
seemsto’givea power spectrum with the same ghapeas that inferred &om LSS
clustering observations [35].)

There me other inflation-bsaed models which can reproduce t4e LSS. The
standard CDM model codd explain the large scale clustering data if O < n, <
0.6, but the COBE data imphes such low primordid arnphtudes that galaxy
formation would occur too late to be viable if n, < 0.6, and the large-scale

galaxy velocities would be tti small if n, <0.7, w Adams et al. [9] showed. If

&avity waves contribute to the DMR signrd, as they me e~ted to do in power
law models such as extended inflation and itiation with exponential potentials
(but not in naturrd inflation which dso predicts power laws),?, >0.8 is required.

A CDM mddel with a 17 keV neutrino which decays (without significant
photon emission) in a year or so would give the required extra power (Bond and
Efstathiou [36]),1but it @ves such a low U8 (~ 0.4) that galaxy formation will
occur too late and cluster abundanm can’t be matched. Of course much of
the motivation for considering decaying neutrinos with masses in the keV range
was considerably diminished with the experimental demise of Simpson’s 17 keV
neutrino.

5.2 Statistical Significance of CMB Anisotropy Detections and 08

5.2.1 DMR L&elihood

The strength of the detection is indicated by the hkehhood curve shown in
Figure 2 for the standard CDM model. (This is based on a Bayesian treatment of
the ’90 A+B X 53 A+B’ correlation function data given by Smoot et al. [12] and
assuming a Gau9sian distribution of errors and using a uniform weight dl sky

approximate ion to treat the theoretical variance in C(8). ) The relation between
as shown here and the vrdue of the ms quadruple used to normrdize the angular
power spectrum that the DMR team ugea is Q_.,PS = 14.9u8pK, which gives
a maximum Kkelihood due of 14pK. With the Bayesim anrdysis used here,
there are about 15% errors (at the one sigma level) on the norrnrdization as.
Seljak and Bertschinger [37] dso use a hkehhmd approach on the correlation
data to derive a vrdue similar to the one I get for Q_,,Ps. The DMR team
derive 15.3pK for this ’90 A+B X 53 A+ B’, 9% larger than that given here,
with bigger error bars on their effective an, and acturdly adopt the larger due
of 17pK for a scale invariant spectrum baaed upon the analysis in the Wright
et al. [13] paper. If I do a gimilar analysis on the Wright et al. rather than the
Smoot et al. correlation function, I get a Aue only about 5% higher, but it

Figure 2: DMR, MIT, SP91 likelihood finctiom for a standad CDM model.
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is sensitive to whether I exclude angular bins in the correlation function or not.

The difference between their result ad that shown here might be explained in
part by the influence of Galactic cuts, by their use of uncorrelated chi-squared
rather than Bayesian statistics and correlation function differences from DMR
map to DMR map.



The correlation function due compares with the due I derive using the
rms anisotropies in 10° patches given by DMR Q_,,PS = 14.3pK, i.e., us x
0.96, about the same as the correlation antiysis gives but with a 20% error
compared to 1570. Wright (private communicant ion) points to the role Galactic
cuts may have in increwing the due; he gets 17pK.

5.2.2 DMR Quadmpole

The DMR team give the five quadruple components with error bars and claim
the squared-quadrupole Q~,,oBs on the sky is (13.4 + 5pK)2 (Bennett et al.
[38]). Gould [39] suggested that the quadruple (but he meant Qrm,,Ps not the
observed one) was smaller, about 9pK, and that Q_,,PS = O waa a statistically
significrmt possibility. He dso criticized the method of error estimation used by
the DMR ieam.

I have used Bayesirm likelihood methods to address the statistical signif-
icance of the Q,m. ,oBS detection and how useful the quadruple data is by
itself in determining Qrm,,PS. I assumed that the quoted error bars on each of
the components were Gaussian standard deviations, although these encomp=s
both a statistical and a systematic component, and the latter would have a non-
Gaussian distribution. However the sDlit is not atilable from the Smoot et al.
papers. In any case, the Gaussian assumption probably leads to a worse story
for the quadruple than a careful anrdysis of the true data would give.

The distribution functions for the observed quadruple Q$m,,oB5, found
by FFT inversion of a characteristic function, were highly skewed and broad,
but quite compatible with the DMR amplitude of 13 + 5pK. For the ‘reduced
Galaxy’ data, I get 13.4~~jpK for a Galactic cut of 20° and 12.63~:~pK for a
Galactic cut of 10°; the DMR team got 13+ 5pK and 13+ 4pK, respectively.
For the 53 GHz map with a 20” cut, I get 10.7t~:~pK, whereas the DMR team
got 11 +3pK.

If for the estimate of Qrm.,PS, I adopt the median of the Bayesian proba-
bility curves (with a linear prior probability in Qrm.,PS), then I get 11.1, 10.3
and 11.0 pK for the three cases listed above, respectively. The 53 GHz, 20° cut,
1 sigma (i. e., 6870 probability) region is 11.0~~8pK, with a maximum of the
likelihood at 9pK, in agreement with Gould’s X2 estimate, but with mean at
13pK. With only five degrees of freedom in the Bayesian analysis, the results
are somewhat sensitive to the choice of prior probabihty, e.g., a quadratic prior
rdways gives higher values, and a logarithmic prior always gives unrealistically
low ones. A recommended prior that is invarirmt under change of measure is
Fisher’s noninformative prior, which gives 10.02~9pK, so I believe the iinea
prior results to be quite robust. The most probable, median and mean translate
to Ug = 0.64,0.74,0.87, respectively, more compatible with my correlation func-
tion U8 than the due the DMR team gives, but still slightly low. However the
broadness of the likelihoods mean that Q.m.,PS derived from the quadruple
data is fully compatible with the Qrm,,PS determined from the correlation func-
tion.

5.2.9 Effects Lowering ua

While the Wright et al. analysis may cause ua to be up to 2070 higher
than the dues shown in the Table, there a number of physicrd effects which will
lower the vrdue. Effects associated with the gentle breaking of scrde invariance
which bring the spectrrd index of the fluctuations below n, = 1, the influence
of gravity waves on lmge angle rmisotropies, and HO and ~B modifications rdl
cause ua to decrease. For a fairly conservative inflation model, (chatic inflation
with a ~~’ potentird), the spectral index in the VSS to LSS regime is 0.95,
lowering U8 by 10%; gravity waves further lower it by 10% (Starobinsky [40],
Abbott ad Wise [41], and a plethora of post-COBE papers cited in [9]); using
OB = 0.05 indicated by primordid nucleosynthesis gives a further lowering to
as = 0.75. Models with n. even smaller me certainly possible in inflation and
lead to even more drastic modifications. Lowering HO to 40 yields a further
30% lowering. Thus decreases of at least 25% are quite plausible over the naive
COBE-normahzed ~a. On the other hand, there are many inflation models which
can give n, quite close to unity and there we some with negligible gravity wave
corrections, so we must currently live with combined uncertainties of about 3070
in aa, for ‘standard inflationary models.’ This is not that much better than the

constraints we had before DMRs observation, just b~ed upon the ability of the

models to form the structure we observe; but, of course, now with DMR the
inflationary models have increwed weight. Further, the observational error bars
on DMR can go down a factor of 2 when dl four years of data are analyzed.

Whatever the finrd resolution of the specific amplitude, the strength of the
detection shown by the likelihood function of Figure 2 will surely survive.

5.2.4 MIT Likelihood

Also shown in Figure 2 are the likelihood curves for the MIT balloon exper-
iment (with a beam half the size of COBE’S) flown by Cheng, Page and Meyer
[14]. It h= four frequency channels, two for monitoring Galactic dust (440p 633p)
and two for the primary CMB signal (1149p adn 1786p). The balloon arced
out six rings on the sky over its five hours of integration, with the smallest error bars
in the patches where the rings overlapped. The map is therefore highly complex
compared with thq DMR all sky maps, although they too me /homogeneously
sampled. Nonetheless it contains information on rdl of the multiples lwger than
the scrde of its GWssian beam (Lbeam x 35, cf. DMR’s Lbe.m = 19). There
are about five hours of data in the MIT map and one yea in the DMR map. The
reason that. the MIT experiment can be competitive is that its Helium-3 cooled
bolometer are much more sensitive than the passively cooled (non-cryogenic)
radiometers used on C OBE. So far only one frequency channel (1786p, i. e., 168
GHz) has b,een used in the detailed data ardysis. There is also another MIT
balloon flight that has yet to be analyzed.

I have been analyzing the MIT data using the Bayesian approach on the
complete map, which is preferred over the correlation function approach which

1,
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reduces the full maD information to ordy certain quadratic combinations of the
pixel dues. The ~etection is at ezactl~ the level-COBE sees, with a 2770 one
sigma error. This is a recent result, but earfier analysis using angular correla-
tion functions and a certain quadratic statistic that I have shown is the best
quadratic measure of the anisotropy ampEtude (cded the Boughn-Cottingharn
statistic in the trade) indicated a detection as weU, but tiuse these reduce
the full map information, the error bars were larger. The fill-map likelihood
calculation requires monopole and dipole subtractions and frequent inversions
of N~i=el matrices, with NP;ael N 3500. An eigenvector anrdysis proved to be
the least computationrdly expensive method to do this and moreover led to the
very useful concept of orthogonrd signrd-t~noise modes fof the map. Power
spectra constructed for these modes clearly showed that a spurious white noise
component exist@ in the data that had nothing to do with large angle power
on the sky. (It only contributes to the zero angle bln in correlation function
anrdysis and the ,Boughn-Cottingharn measure effectively filters it out, so those
earher detection indications were fine). The best way to anrdyze the data is to
construct a joint probability distribution in cosmic signrd arnpfitude and white
noise arnDlitude. The likelihood contours were concentrated around a sharp.
maximum that had nonzero amplitudes for the cosmic signrd and white noise
(ratio about 1 to 2.5), with zero in white noise excluded at more than the 10
sigma level and zero in cosmic signal excluded at more than the 3 sigma level.
The likelihood plotted in Figure 2 is actually the marginal distribution in signal

mplitude, found after integrating the joint distribution over dl possible white
noise amplitudes.

A positive cross-correlation of the MIT map with the DMR maps has re-
cently been reported by Ganga, Page, and the DMR team members [42], indi-
cating that both experiments are scein~ the same Pattern of bumps on the sky
and rdso indicating that the signal amplitudes cannot be too dlss;milar. Com-
bined with the more exact measure of ampfitude compatibihty shown by the
likelihood functions, this result allows us to conclude that what the DMR and MIT
experiments are seeing really exists on the sky rather than being instrumental or
spacecraft/atmospheric in origin, and rdso that the bumps are consistent with
a thermrd spectrum, since the experiments probe quite different wavelengths
(30, 53,90 GHZ for DMR, 170 GHz for MIT) but the amplitudes are about the
same.

Although the DMR and MIT curves are plotted against us for the specific
CDM model shown, the same agreement will exist for any scrde invariant model,
except the value of a8 will differ, as in Table 1. (A caveat here is that NR models
will give slightly different answers for DMR and MIT, but the errors are large
enough to accommodate them. )

5.2.5 South Pole 1991 Likelihood

Smaller angle experiments such as the SP91 experiment are sensitive to
the details of the cosmological model, in particular the value of QE, since they

probe gsa flows at the time of recombination as well as the gravitationrd poten-
tird fluctuations that the larger angle experiments probe. It is unclear at the
present time how to interpret the anisotropies that are now observed in this
and other intermediate angle experiments, since the primordld signrd may be
contaminated by Milky Way or extragrdactic sourcez, especially by synchrotron
rdlation at lower frequencies and Galactic dust emission at higher frequencies.
The data which has been anrdyzed for SP91 so far consists of one 9 point scan of
the sky (Gaier et al. [15]) and one 13 point scan of a different region (Schuster et

al. [16]), each in four channels centred around 30 GHz. If contamination exists it is
more hkely to be from synchrotron sources than from dust at th- frequencies.
The SP91 hkefihood functions of Figure 2 are calculated assuming that the only
signrd is a cosmic primary AT/T signrd from the scrde invariant CDM model
of Table 1. When dl four channels are sndyzed simultaneously, both scans give a
maximum to the Ekelihood, but if channel 4 of the 9 point scan is anrdyzed done,
there is no maximum – indicative of no signal, but within large statistical errors.
The roll-channel fikehhood functions get substantirdly broader tha those shown
if we add a simplified synchrotron radiation signal of Gaussian-distributed white
noise with an angular ‘coherence angle’ optimally-sized to take away as much
of the signrd as possible from the primary AT/T. Calculating the marginrd
distribution in the cosmic signrd arnpfitude by integrating over the synchrotron
~plitude in the same way that the MIT white noise was integrated awaY, I find
a maximum to the distribution remains in the 13 point data, within 1 sigma
of DMR, but disappears in the 9 point data, with a 10% chance of having the
COBE detection level (which is only a little above 1 sigma above the median).
At this point I think that dl we can say is that the likelihood contours for these
two scans are not clearly inconsistent with the CDM model or with the other
models of Table 1 (Bond and Efstathiou [43]). However, the next year or so
will be very exciting a more high precision anisotropy data probing a variety of
resolution scales come in to show us whether we are converging upon a specific
cosmologicrd model.

6. LSS Probes of the Fluctuation Spectrum

The best information on large scrde structure comes from the angular grdaxy-
gdaxy correlation function rather than from redsh~ft surveys. If the act of form-
ing galaxies does not build in a large length scrde to the correlations, then w~g
will tell us about the shape of the underlying (dark) mass distribution which
defined the gravitational instability process. Current ideas of formation rdlow
an arbitrary uniform ‘biasing factor’ which is the ratio of the gal=y density to
the mass density smoothed over a large scrde. However, it is by no means clear
that galaxy formation will not suppress the power on smaller scrdes because of
processes such as merging. Thus, without other evidence one could argue that
using grdaxies to measure the primordid spectrum is flawed. The data with
uniform biwing factor is described in $6.1.
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Theorists have long dreamed that clusters of galaxies were simple deep p~
tentird wells, nicely viri~lzed, relatively isolated and spherical, with a uniform
temperature Tx, dark matter velocity dispersion VDM, and grdaxy velocity dis-
persion Vg dl simply reflecting the binding energy per mass of the beasts. If so,
then they are easy to model theoretically. Their clustering properties would be
proportional to that of the underlying (dark) mass distribution on large scrdes,
so the cluster-cluster correlation function should directly tell us about the den-
sity fluctuation power spectrum (36.2). We can rdso determine the abundaces
of clusters above Tx from X-ray satellite observations, above Vg from galaxy
redshifts, or above VDM from gravitationrd lensing. This shodd rdlow determi-
nation of not ordy the amplitude of the density fluctuations but also, over a
limited band, the shapes ($6.3). Of course, clusters aren’t simple.

Bu& flows have often been used to argue that large scrde power exists over

that in CDM models. We show what is required for CDM models to match

these observations in $6.4. To construct galaxy flow maps, one needs redshifts

to get the radid velocity and rdso estimates of distance, which are very hard

to obtain in cosmology. The best data on galaxy flows uses the infrared Tully
Fisher method, which combines 21 cm finewidths of sDird xrdaxies with their.=
infrmed flux observations, and relies upon a phenomenological relation between
the velocity width and luminosity to estimate distance. Since we do not under-
stand physically why this relation is as statistically tight as it appears to be,
one should be cautious about overinterpreting the bulk flow data. It is after dl
the same Tully Fisher method that gives high HO w 84.

6.1 Gdm’es and Large Scale Power

In Figure 3, the data for the angular correlation function derived from the
APM survey is compared with thmreticd predictions for the models of Table 1.
The data shown include a downward offset of 0.002 su~ested by Efstathiou [26]
as the maximum possible error level. The spread of points is considered to be
a re~onable estimate of the errors. Galaxies in different magnitude bins were
scrded back from the N 500 h–l Mpc depth that the APM survey is sensitive
to a depth of w 300 h–lMpc, the depth of the Lick survey that Peebles used
in constructing his famous 1,000,000 galaxy map; the APM team h= found
over 4 x 106 gti~ies (down to magnitude 20.5) in their southern sky, survey
area, and use a subregion with 2 x 106 galaxies for their Wgg estimation. It is
because of the sheer number of galaxies that one can do bett~~ statistically than
the multi-thousand redshift surveys in spite of the information loss from radid
projection.

There is m overall grdaxy biming scale that allows the curves to translate
up or down, bgag. The naive biasing approach takes bg = u~l to give pnity
fluctuations in the galaxy number on 8 h–l Mpc scrdes. This assumes that linear
theory is Aid, and it is amazing that it works so well. However, no nonlin-
ear corrections were apphed to the thmreticd power spectra for the curves of
Figure 3. For angular scrdes above w 1° at the (scaled) depth of the catdogue

Figure3; The models of Table 1 am compared with the angular correlation
finction W99(9) (doti) determined from the APM Galq Sumey [19] (scaled to
the depth of the Lick catalogue). No nonlinear correction were applied to the
theoretical power spectra, but for angular scales above w I“ and for amplitude
factors ffo ~ 1, the linear approximation is accumte. All but the standard CDM
‘model agree reaonably well with the
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(corresponding to a physicrd scrde of N 5h-]Mpc), this shodd be accurate ~
although once amphtude factors Ue exceed unity there we mdlfications that
help with the shape of the CDM model. Nonetheless bg slightly in excess of ~~1

would help it, while for the C40 model bg below as‘1 is probably needed so that

w~~ agrees in the nonfinear regime below 10.
The shape of the standard CDM model does not mat& the ,observations.

Couchman and Carlberg [28] solved the dilemma for the CDM model by taking
UE~ 1.2 and using nonfinear effects and a model for grdaxy formation that gave
less power on small scales than the mass distribution, i.e., there was anti-biasing
on small scales. Although there are other dlfficdties with such a high on ampE-
tude, especially with the pair velocities of grdaxies on smrdl,scrdes (W 1 h-] Mpc)
and the abundances of high temperature clusters as a function of redshift (see
Efstathiou, Bond and White [44] and $6.3), this does bring into focus that the
formation of galaxies is such a complex gaadynarnicd event that linear scrde-

independent biasing, the key to relating grdaxy observations to fundamental

early universe physics, may in the future prove to have been remarkably naive.

6.2 Clusters and Lmge Scale Power

Clusters have been one of the main indicators of large scrde power since
the Bahcrdl and Soneira [45] and Klypin and Kopylov [46] 1983 estimations of
the correlation length of Abell clusters. BBE [27] showed how dismrdly the
CDM model fared with this data, but dso that HC and VAC/C models fared
much better (but still not enough for the vintage 1983 version of (==). Now the
observations of (== appear to be compatible with the observations of Wgg [26].
Figure 4 shows that the ratio of (,= to (~~ on large sc~es ss predicted by the
hierarchicrd peaks model of cluster formation described by Bond and Myers [47]
for a was-inspired power spectrum agrees with the data.

A shape compatibility between (== and (gg, if it holds up, is very significant.
Nonuniform biasing, b~(7, t), of grdaxies relative to the mass distribution (due,

e.g., to gm dynamicd, merging or radiative effects) could always be invoked to
explfin the excess power in <~g relative to that in the ~PP of the CDM model.

However, the large biasing factor, b=, of clusters is expected to be relatively
uniform, since the thresholding criterion — ‘have you collapsed by now? — is a
10cN timing question. Thus biasing factors for galaxies may acturdly be relatively
unifbrm too. Further, hierarchical peak theory predicts [~c9/~99]~fz = (bcfb~)]fz
which Efstathiou [26] shows is a good approximation to hls data. On the other
hand, we must be wary of overinterpreting these new ~==’s, since the samples are
smrdl and the error bars are large.

6.3 Clusters md us

Cluster abundances provide an especirdly sensitive measure of as, the con-
ventional fluctuation normalizer. This is easy to see using a simple argument
from Bardeen et al. [48] and Efstathiou, Bond and White [44]: an unperturbed
sphere of radius 8 h-] Mpc contains 1.2 x 101sQ”.h~~ Mo, and if the region when

Figure 4: Cluter-clwter correlation amplitude aJ a finction of clwter abun-
dance for a power Jpectrum that reproduces the APM w.. and (.C data (solid
curves, denoted by r = 0.2 as per mf [~~]), and aho for the Jtandard CDM
model (Jhort-dashed, r = 0.5). The upper cuweJ (at Jmdl n=l) for each of the
two cases have a8 = 1, the lower have 08 = 1.4; biming of clwterJ is JO Jtrong
that their clustering iJ relatively in~ensitive to the amount of dynamics which uo

meaJurcs. Al and As denote A bell n’chneJJ 1 and’9 clwterJ (Bahcall and WeJt
[49], PoJtman et al. [50]), APMo and APM1 refer to clwterJ jound in the APM
suwey (Dalton et a!. [24]) with an algorithm ieJJ Jubject to projection contam-
ination than A bell ‘s, and ED rcjerJ to the Edinburgh-Durham clwter sample
jound in the ROE Southern Sky catalogue (Nichol et al. [~5]). CDM doeJ not
have enough LSS power to ezplain the Jhape of (~=. TO put (e. relative to (en, a
clustering length oj 5.4 h-l Mpc was adopted, as in Fig. 1. The long-dashed cuwe
is the’ Bahcall scaling law jor the correlation Jtrength with n’chness. Although
it was motivated by a phenomenological fiactal deJcrivtion. thiJ fiuure ~how~ it.,- -
can be fully understood within GausJtan inflation fluctuation theory.
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it viri~zes is compacted into m average overdensity of 178 relative to the back-
ground (ss in spherical top hat collapses), then its finrd radius is nearly an Abell
radius, 1.5 h– 1Mpc. If ‘3u peaks’ on this scale are viridizing now, then as x 0.6
follows if we set 3U8 x 1.69, where 1.69 is the average linear overdensity needed
for a sphericrd shell to have collapsed to a point. If they viridlzed at z = 0.2,
then on x 0.7.

BBE [27] give more precise estimates of the number of a’s required to get
the AbeU richness 1 abundance for clusters viridlzing now using the spherical

approximation for the models in Table 1, among others. We got us x 0.7–0.8.
Frenk et al. [51] got UBw 0.3–0.5 based on projection corrections of cluster v~‘s,
Bond and Myers [47 52] got U8 w 0.6-0.9 based on the Edge et al. [53] sample of
X-ray clusters, and White et al. [54] got ~a N 0.~.6. Carlberg and Couchmm
[28] raised the spectre of a, being in excess of unity, with the explanation of
the paucity of very high velocity dispersion clusters a result of velocity biasing
in which V9/ VDM is substantirdly below unity; however, a large temperature
biasing of X-ray clusters would dso be required and this does not seem likely.

Quite smrdl variations in us dramaticrdly change the predicted number of
high Tx and Vg clusters as a function of redshift. The data is still sufficiently
murky that one can argue about a factor of two in us, yet the situation is
promising. To have at least one Tx = 14 keV cluster at redshift 0.2 — and
one was found by the Ginga satellite (Arnaud et al. [55]) — strongly constrains
how low Oe cm be (provided complex gastrophysics does not modify the fully
viridized assumption). Adams et al, [9] get us > 0.7. However, the richest
cluster in Abell’s catrdogue, Abell 665 at z = 0.18, has a more modest Tx = 8.2
keV, so it is unclear how anomalous the Ginga cluster will turn out to be.
(The Abell 665 Suny~v-Zeldovich decrement is now well-observed, giving a
AT/T = – 1.46 x 10–4 between cluster centre and cluster outskirts (Birkinshaw
et al. [7]), which rdso agrees reasonably well with estimates obtained from the
X-ray obserntions of bremsstrahlung from the hot cluster gas.)

The cluster system could dso give the shape of OR around R = 8 h-l Mpc.
Indeed, naive modelling of the current X-ray observations supports a shallower
power spectrum than CDM gives over the spatial waveband responsible for clus-
ter production, not unlike the one the Wgg data su~ests, but this is even more
dependent upon uncertain gasdynamical issues (Bond and Myers [47,52] and
references therein).

Fortunately we are now in the midst of a world-wide assault on clusters,
with the development of catrdogues beyond Abell, using for example, the APM
and ROE Southern Sky surveys (Dalton et al. [24], Nichol et al. [25]), with new
X-ray satellites (ROSAT of course and BBXRT and the soon-to-be launched
ASTRO-D which is in many ways ided for cluster TX determination), and multi--- -- ,.
object spectrographs that can be used to get much more accurate V9 determi-
nations. Sunyaev- Zeldovich experiments are rdso maturing, both in the radio,
using the Owens Valley dishes (with COMA now seen in SZ), the 5 km array
in Cambfidge, and in the mm and sub-mm, aboard balloons. Accompanying

this is a tremendous burst of theoreticrd work modelling with gas dynamics the
rerdistic formation and evolution of clusters. Although theorists have a long way
to go and much parameter space to cover, we can look forward to well-cdlbrated
cluster models to wake theorists from their dreams: in a hierar~y, clusters will
often have had a recent major merger, or be in the throes of one, equilibrium
may well not prevail, and the core physics that X-rays probe is complicated by
gas inhomogeneities, coohng flows, metals, ma~etic fields, radio galaxies, etc.

6.4 Large-sc&e Streaming Velocities ud ma

Large scale streaming velocities of galaxies directly probe the amplitude of
the mass density fluctuations on large scrdes. This indicates a high ampfitude for
the spectrum (Bertschlnger et al. [56], Efstathiou, Bond and White [44], Adams
et al. [9]). From optical surveys, Bertschinger et al. estimated the three-
dimensiond velocity dispersions of galaxies within spheres of radius 40 h-l Mpc
and 60 h–l Mpc (after the data had been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of
12h–l Mpc),

u“(40) = 388 [1 + 0.17] , 0“(60) = 327 [1 + 0.25] (km S–l) .

We have data for only the patch around us, so the theoretical spread expected
is quite lage. As a function of spectrrd index n,, stmdard CDM models give

0“(40) = 300 ~e el.06(1–n”) [1~:~~] , c“(60) = 238u8 el”le(l–n”) [1~:~~] (km S–l) .

The range, uG = 1.29e-l”06(l–n~) 1+.38[ _.G5], suaested by the velocity data is similar
to that obtained from DMR, but I should caution that these bulk flow estimates
are not on = firm a foundation as the DMR measurement. For models with
more LSS, lower vrdues of U8 can explain the LSSV data. The velocities in the
VAC/C model still require 08 in excess of unity, while C40 requires ~G ~ 0.8;
but the errors are large.

7. The Gastrophysical Realms ,

Gastrophysics is important below about 8 h–l Mpc, a band which forms
clusters and rdso la~ge voids. In Table 1, the redshifts Znl sign ~ when per-ive
structure forms on those mass scales. For viable post-COBE models, there is
a very large range:, in some, galaxy hrdos would viridize at high redshift, and
in others quite late. And even with specification of the hrdo formation epoch,
dissipative phenomena greatly impede the translation into a full theory of galaxy
formation.

The HieTarchy with GastTophysical Proce99e9: If our interests are just to nail
down the p~runeters characterizing the primordid fluctuations, it is best to use
clean probes, those on large scales where we do not expect gas dynamics to
have had a ‘large effect. This includes CMB anisotropies, and, we hope, large
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scale streaming velocities. K biasing on large sales is a tinear phenomenori,’

then the correlation functions of galaxies and clusters for r ~ 10 h- ] Mpc shodd
be linear probes of the mass density fluctuations. However, such probes might
be tiected by gas dynamics (e.g., environmental i~uenm on the ~ly-Fisher
relation between infrared flux and 21 cm line widths of spiral galaxies could give
false impressions of LSS flows [56]).

Merging: The essence of the hierarchy is merging and this may be the d&-
ing principle for the formation of the most interesting objects in the univerw,
the ~eat energy releasers Eke starbursts and active galactic nuclei (AGNs) and

radio gdsxies. That close encounters wi~ be important for them is suggested
by their enhanced clustering over that of normal galaxies. And even the large
scale grdaxy distribution may depend upon the details of how galaxies merge
in groups, since larger groups are more clustered than smder groups and than

general gdaxi~. (This was used in the Couchman and Carlberg [28] attempt to
resurrect the CDM model. ) In purely colhsionless computations, galactic mass
dark matter hd& lose their identity to larger mass halos as the hierarchy devel-
ops. A cbdlenge to gaatrophysicists is to show the extent to which dissipation
arrests this overmerging problem for galaxies themselves. Barna and Hernquist
[57] describe the current state-of-the-art on gaseous mergers.

Polluting Win&: The intemd energy generation of big galaxies, especitily of

radio and active grdaxies and starbumts, can have potentially devastating ef-

fects upon themselva and their environment. While the 1061 ergs released in
these relatively rare seed structures could not trigger a chain reaction expl~
sion scenario which generatea rdl of the observed large scale structure ~ in the
Cowie-Ostriker-~euchi story, because of FIRAS constraints, they can stimulate
star formation over moderate Mpc scrdes, and high redshift radio grdaxy obser-
vations in fact show that this happens. We know sfightly less energetic galactic
superwinds exist in nemby galaxies (e.g., M82, whose wind is known to spew
forth kinetic energy, photons above the Lymanedge,dust and metals in gas
form, magnetic fields, etc. ). Arp 220 is the canonical starburst grdaxy, with
a far infrared flux of N 1045Lo, a similar kinetic energy release in superwinds,
yielding a total energy release of w 1060 ergs with N 109 M@ consumed if the
starburst has a duration of about 10’ — 108 years. Arp 220 is undoubtedly a
merget, probably of two spirrds, a phenomenon which should be ubiquitous in
Klerarchlcd models — especirdly at Klgher redshift when the merger rate is ex-
pected to have been higher. After dl that is how giant galaxies would have been
assembled in the hierarchy.

Feedback Energy output from collapsed objects could enhance or damp struc-
ture development. Hierarchical models like the CDM model rely on feedback to
supprew catastrophic star formation at z w 10 – 20, when gas clouds of about
106 – 10’ MO collapse. Such small clouds are quite fragile, easily unbound by
the energy they produce or by energy incident from outside. Later, at least by

z x 5, we rely on f~bmk to highly ionise the intergalactic medium via UV

photons or shock-heating to explain the Gunn-Peterson &ect. The UV output
from quasars and other AGNs come very close to explaining this, according to

Meiksin and Madau [58]. A hot medium can significantly smooth the gas (over
a sc,de k–l w 0.1 h-l Mpc, i.e., w 1010MO, if the temperature is 2 x 104K at
z = 5), but not the dark matter, whlcb clusters into deeper md deeper poten-
tial wells with larger and larger virid velocity dispersions until &dly gas can
begin to fd back in. Changing UV backgrounds could accentuate this late in-
fdl. Effects hke these may have something to do with the mystery of faint blue
gd=ies.

Lyman Alpha Clou& and dGx Tiny and moderate mass dwarfs aze unfortu-
nately more prone to feedback effects than larger galaxies are, because their
potential weUs are less deep. For example, a reasonable modd of intergrdactic
g= clouds -n as the ‘forest’ of redshifted Lyman alpha absorption fines in the
spectrum of quasars is that they are dwarf galaxies blowing apart. The prop-
erties of the Lyman a cloud system will probably depend crucially upon the

~plitude oo.], since if it is too high, as in the COBEnormdlzed CDM model,
then dwarf grdaxy scrde objects would have virifllzed at high redshift and then
merged into more massive entities, leaving Lyman a clouds to form in other
ways, maybe as remnants of fragmenting shells from grdactic winds. An even
bigger puzzle in all models are the faint blue galaxies, a population which dra-
mat icrdly fades from view below z w 0.3 — a redshlft of no obvious significance
in the hlerar&y.

Elliptical Age~ and the Earliest QSOS: But we should contrast the dwarf galaxy
puzzles that suggest lower vrdues for Uo.l with the apparent venerable age of
elliptid gd~ies and globular clusters, and the existence of quasars at z > 4,
which dl point to significant early activity and thus high U0.5. B-t estimates
matching theoretical with observed galaxy spectra give elliptical galaxy forma-
tion at uncomfortably Klgh redshifts between 10 and 20. This is anathema to
dl of the Table 1 models, even for the low bias factor models that the COBE
result would indicate for the CDM model. And when quasars form may depend
upon forming deep (albeit small mass) potentird wells and therefore be sensitive
to so.].

Cooling and pigmentation These processes are at least as fundtientd to
gd~ formation as feedback. After dl one needs to transform the gas into
stars, and it is difficult to be definitive about star formation in the Milky Way,
let done in unobserved high redshlft environments. We expect that coofing
and fragrnentat ion will lead to a tw~ph= hot/cold (106 K/104K) protogrdactic
medium, something that will be hard to include explicitly in full galaxy forma-
tion crdculations because of the smrdl size of the cool clouds.

FIRAS Constraints Why have we not directly detected the waste heat of gas-
trophysicd feedback? COBE’S FIRAS experiment now limits the excess energy



from 500p to 5000p (the CMB peak is at 1400 p) to be ~ 3 x 10-4 of the total
in the CMB, as long as it deviates from a blackbody and does not mimic the
Galactic spectrum fit to the FIRAS data (Mather et al. [I]). Even if some ex-
tragalactic component mimicked Galactic dust emission within the errors, there
will still be a strong limit on high redshift luminous dust-shrouded starbursts,
indeed so strong that energ we believe to be there would have to come out in
mother wavelength band. One could suppose the emitting dust is quite hot so
the redsllifted output would just avoid the FIRAS wavelengths; or assume star-
bursting at high redshift occurs in a dust-free environment (ufllkely) so that the
radiation comes out in the near infrared. The IR limits from COBE’S DIRBE
experiment are not yet that strong, being plagued by difficdt foreground sub-
tractions before the residud cosmological signti cm be unearthed.

A HydTo FUtUTC: Detailed 3D gas dynarnicd codes for simdating the formation
of cosmic structures are under active development. Urdike purely gravitational
N-body studies, however, where the large distance structure is largely unaffected
by the nonlinear evolution on small scafes, gas processes are expected to couple
small scales to larger ones. What this means computationdly is that, given
the finite resolutions that we are capable of following with 3D codes, we must
model by hand what may be termed gub-grid phygics to feed into an upward
cascade of influence. Thus, star formation, supernova explosions, gafactic winds,
HII regions, ionized IGM, cooling instabilities and flows, fragmentation, dynamo
generation of magnetic fields in collapsing objects, dl of the problems that make
interstellar medium studies so challenging, face us in cosmology now that we have
entered the rerdms of gastrophysics.

The complexity of the physics operating at the (astrophysical) short-distance
end of the spectrum reminds one of weather simulations, but cosmic weather we
must do if we are to determine the fluctuation amplitudes in the USSS, VSSS,
SSS and MSS wavebands rather than through theoretical extrapolations from
larger scales. Fortunately the VLSS is unscathed by gmtrophysicd processing,
rmd we have growing evidence that the LSS band is relatively untouched, so a
detailed determination of the fluctuation spectrum on these scales is a physics
problem for our time. After using multiresolution microwave background experi-
ments to determine the cosmic parameters defining the unperturbed background,
we can correct the spectrum for linear evolution. This primordid (post-inflation).-
spectrum would offer a glimpse of the fluctuation-generation physics that op-
erated when our Hubble patch was very very young, and open a window to
ultra-ultra high energies, far beyond what your accelerators can ever achieve. I
shall end on this highly optimistic note.

Acknowledgements: In this review of the current state of our cosmological
art, referencing is regrettably sporadic to the many who have made impor-
tant contributions. Collaborative work with George Efstathiou, with Ed Cheng,
Steve Meyer and Lyman Page, with Todd Gaier, Phil Lubin and Jeff Schuster,
and with Steve Myers led to Figs. 2 and 3. This lecture overlaps considerably
with a cosmological overview given by me at the Third Teton Summer School [59].

Appendix: Cosmolo~ Primer for Pwticle Physicists

In this AppendIx, we first review standard cosmologicrd units and nota-
tion, then define the fluctuation power spectra which play such a large part in
this paper. Length, mass and luminosity are usu~y expressed in terms of the
megaparsec, Mpc = 3.086 x 1024 cm = 3.26 x 10° light-years, the solar mass,
M@ = 2 x 1033 grams, and the solar luminosity, L@ = 3.86 x 1033 erg/s. Since
cosmological distances are usually estimated from redshifts by applying Hub-
ble’s law, a more appropriate cosmological unit of length is the h-l Mpc, which
is another name for 100 km s– 1. We use the h–l Mpc often, even in theoretical
models in which h is known.

The average mass density ~j for matter of type j is usurdly expressed in
units of the criticrd density p=. marking the boundary between open and closed
universes: Qj s pj/pCr. The critical mass density is

p=, = 1.12 X 10–s h2 mN cm–3 = 10.5h2 kev cm–3 = 2.76 x 1011hz M@ MPC–3,

(Al)
where mN is the nucleon mass. More generally, we define at redshift z the density
parameter Qj(z) = ~j(~)a3 /pCr. The expansion factor of the Universe a is taken
to be unity now, so that it is related to the redshlft z by a s (1 + Z)–l. Non-
relativistic matter has On.(z) = Qnr,o independent of redshift, while relativistic
matter has ~=.(z) = 0~~,0 a‘1, decreasing in relative importance as the Universe
expands. Vacuum energy (also associated with a nonzero cosmologicti constant
A) has Qt.=(z) = Q“ac,o a3, where Q“.c,O = Ho–2A/3. We can also identify a

[curvature energy O=”r” = 1—OtOt,O]a,where Otot,o = Qer,o+Onr,o +Q”ac,o. Both
n “cc ~d Qcti,o become progressively more important as the universe expands.
The Friedmann equation for the expansion rate H expresses the vanishing of the
super-Hazniltonian for FRW spaces, the energy constraint equation as derived
from the ADM formulation of generaf relativity:

Idaz

[1-— [=H2 = ~~G Qer,0a-4 + Qnr,0a–3 + Q“ac,oao + Q=UJv,oa
a dt -2]. (A2)

Light massive peutrinos have a more complicated form fo~ Qmv(z), as do
decaying particles. The photon density now is 07,0 = 2.5 x 10–5h–2, and the
total density in relativistic particles is 0,,,0 = 4.2 x 10–5h–2, including photons
and three massless neutrino flavours. (In the standard Hot Big Bang Model,
the current neutrino temperature is related to the observed photon temperature
TY,O = 2.73K by T.,. = (4/ll)113T7,0 w 1.96 K.) Dynamicrd constraints give
–lSQ ,tir”,o ~ 0.8, ~ “C.,0 ~ 0.8, and, for the density of matter which can
cluster, Onr ~ 0.2. On, is also compatible with unity. One component of non-
relativistic mat ter is of course baryons. Standard primorditi nucleosynthesis
strongly constrains the value of QB ($2). Of course QC”rO < 0 is required for

I <10-5 is the main (unavoidable) predictionclosure of the uruverse, and [Q=tir” ~
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of inflation, with no at rong sentiment on whether our 1A patch of the Universe
should have ~c~~ positive or negative.

The dark matter which accounts for at least 90% of the mass density of the
Universe may congist of a baryotic component, but if we want to have Q..~ x O
and befieve in the primor~d nucleosynthtis constraint on QE, we rnugtwg~e

the DM is primarily in non-baryonic form, such as massive elementary particle
refits of the Blg Bang. We classify the refit DM according to the magnitude of
their primordid random velocities: hot DM, warm DM and cold DM. Particles
wMch d~upled when they were relativistic (mv < T&c) at a tem~rature Tdtc

below that of the quark-hadron phase trmition, -200 MeV= 2 x 1012K, are
cded hot dark matter. The prototype is the fight massive neutrino with mms
of order 30 eV. Mas9ive particlm which decoupled when nonrehtivistic are cold
dark matter (CDM) candidates. They have negligible random velociti=. CDM
with weak interactions are often called WIMPS. An intermediate possibility
between hot andl cold is warm DM: particles which decoupled when relativistic,
but at a temperature above the quark-hadron phase trmsition; a higher T*.
results in a lower velocity dispersion than in the hot DM c=. It is dso possible
that at l-t some of the DM particles codd decay, and some could be relativistic
decay products. Vacuum energy does not cluster at d and could account for
most of the dark matter.

Certain redshifts play particdarly important role9 in cosmolog:

Zeq = nnv,O/fler,Q – 1 N 25000h-2 ,

the epoch when the Universe pwses from domination by relativistic particles to
domination by non-relativistic ones; z=tiw = Qs~, when the Universe P~W from

. . . . .
N [oea./an.]’/’ -non-relatlmgtlc matter dommatlon to curvature dommat ion; z~~c z

. .

1 when it passes to vacuum dominatio~ z&c, the redshlft of photon decoupling,
% 1000 for normal recombination of the hydrogen plasma, and N 200 if the
Univeme remtins ionized. The redshift of grd~ formation is unknown, but is
probably between 3 and 10. The redshift when the firgt objects collapse is even
less we~ known: it muld be as high w z * 1000 or as low as z * 4.7, the redshift
of the most distant observed quasar.

O,ne of the major reaaons for introducing idation is to solve the horizon
problem. The characteristic comoving scale over which information can prop-
agate during an expansion time is the comoving Hubble length. Provided the
redshlft is lszge compared with z~”~ and zti~c, we have

(Ha)-l = H~]Q~~&(o.l#MeV)-l (-)-’” [’+%(0.1#MeV)-’l-”2
(A.3a)

At high redshlft in the rd]ation-dotinated regime, this is

(Ha)-l x
77(*v)-’ (-)-1” ‘Usws ‘>zeq ~ ‘A3b)

In the matter-~ominated regime

(Ha)-l - 3000~~;12 (1 + Z)-1t2 h-lMpc, Zag W Z W ~:; . (A.3c)

The effective number of relativistic degr--of-freedom just prior to neutrino
decouphng at TV N 1 MeV is g, = 10.75. At the qutik-htin phase transition,
ge * 60 and at Grand Unified energies it is a few hundred. We have used the
approximate temperatme-redshlft relation

T. x 1.69 X 10- 4 (_)-l’’(l+z)ev, (A.4)

derived from conservation of the entropy per comoving volume. With a normal
rdlationdominated early universe, the comoving gcde -ciated with a galaxy,
z 1 Mpc, ig larger than the comoving Hubble length until T“ dropg to N 100
eV, at z * 10°, with the consequence that primordid perturbations of sticient

amplltude for gd=y formation are difficult to congtruct; by Zde=only regions
within N 100 h-l Mpc would have communicated, making the globrd isotropy
of the cosmic background rdlation temperature and the apparent large scrde
homogeneity of radio grdaxies difficult to understand.

With the early vacuum energ dominance posited for inflation, (Ha)-l *
a -1 decreases from some initial vrdue (Ha)z~j x exp~sion proc~ds, so (Ha)–l
sweeps in to encompass ever smaller comoving length scales, arregting causrd
communication across waves with k– 1 > (Ha)– 1. Indeed the general definition
of inflation, that there is accelerated expansion, 6 > 0, rather than the nor-
mal deceleration, is precisely the condition that (Ha)- 1 decreases with time; an
equation of state with pfp < – 1/3, where p ig the total pressure and p is the
total energy density, is required, a condition rerdizable for scalar fields whose
energy density is potentirddominatd. With itiat ion, the comoving gcde over
which there could have been causal contact by now is then the usual formula,
eq. (A.3a), plug (Ha);}, allowing causal processes to be invoked for homogeneity
and isotropy, as well as for fluctuation generation, provided the inflating region
expands to >> Hi] in size. This is redlzable if the number of e-foldlngs of ex-
pansion during itiation is ~ 70, augmenting the N 60 e-foldlngs of the radiation
and matter dominated epochg.

The slowing of the evolution rate that occurg around Z.q imphes den-
gity fluctuating cm grow more easily by gravitational ingtabllity, hence the
horizon scale at that time is particdarly significant for large scrde structure

(Ha);: = 190;;,~ h-l Mpc. For example, it is the only scale required to spec-
ify the adiabatic scd-invariant cold dark matter model, the minimrd inflation
model used as the standard by which other models were generally judged over
the p~t decade.

Even before the advent of inflation models of fluctuation generation, it ww
most often assumed that the Eneaz perturbations formed a homogeneous and



isotropic Gaussian random field. In this case, a sin~e function PP(k) fully
specifies the nature of the perturbation field. The density fluctuation spectrum,

(A.5)

gives the contribution of (statisticrdly independent ) modes of comoving wavenum-
ber ~ to the ms hnear density fluctuations UP. Most itiation models do predict
Gaussim perturbations, but there me theories of fluctuation generation with rea-
sonable particle physics motivation that give non-Gaussian perturbations (see
$3).

A major god of cosmic structure research is to therefore ascertain whether
the perturbations were initially Gaussian4stributed, and, if so, to determine
the tw~point function da~/d in k. Although the form of the statistics is main-
tained in the linem regime, as the Universe evolves into the nonlinear regime
the couphng of modes causes high order correlations to develop, obscuring the
simphcity of the initial state of the perturbations. Linearity is m appropriate
approximation for anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background radiation
ad for some ~pects of large sctie grdaxy flows and clustering. Because these
offer cleaner tests of the primordid fluctuation spectrum, they are given special
attention in this paper.

Within linear perturbation theory, fluctuations can be decomposed into
scalar, vector (vorticity) and tensor (gravit ationd wave) modes. Only the sctiar
modes we likely to be significant for structure formation. There are two main
modes for scalar perturbations: adiabatic fluctuations — with perturbations in
the total energy density and hence in the curvature — and isocurvature fluc-
tuations — with perturbations in the ener~ densities of the various species of
mat ter present, but not in the total. In inflation, adiabatic fluctuations arise
from qumtum zero point oscillations in the deSitter vacuum of the inflaton
scrdar field whose potentird ener~ drives inflation. With only one scdw field of
dynamicd importance, approximate scale invariance for the spectrum of scalar
field (~) fluctuations P~(k) is the naturti outcome: once the wavelength ex-

ceeds the Hubble length, P~’2 (k) is approximately equrd to the Hawking tem-

perature H(#)/(2~); provided the Hubble parameter is slowly mying, ~~/2(k)
is nearly constant. For adiabatic perturbations, the post–inflation geometry, as
described by a relativistic extension of the Newtonian gravitational potential, 0,
is dso scale invariant: P*(k) m P+ x constant. (The Poisson-Newton equation
a–z V2 @ = 4rG6p for the gravit ationd potentird in an infinite expanding back-
ground remains an exact relation in general relativistic perturbation theory if 6p
is the density perturbation in the comoving frame, and –@ is a gauge invariant
variable introduced by Bardcen [60]. Consequently the post–inflation density
spectrum is PP( k ) m k’, which is called the Harrison-Zeldovich spectrum. )

The isocurvature mode might also be generated in inflation models, with
fluctuations in some matter density component (baryons or cold dark matter)

compensated by fluctuations of opposite sign in the rtiation (photons, quark-
antiquwk pairs, gluon~ etc. ) at the epoch of generation. For isocurvature CDM
perturbations, zero point oscillations in a pseud~Goldstone boson field A such
as the axion translate into nonrelativistic mass density perturbations upon mass
generation: PP4(k) m PA(k). For isocurvature baryon perturbations (once re-
ferred to as isothermrd or entropy perturbations), p.= (k) would be proportioned
to the oscillations in some field to which the baryon number density nB couples.
Thus, scrde invariance of the scalar field imphes scale invariace of the axion or
baryon density perturbations, whereas P* vanishes at the time when either the
axion mass or the baryon number is generated. It takes m artfdly constructed
fluctuation-generation model to get isocurvature perturbations that could be
useful for cosmic structure formation ($3).
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